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Meeting adjourned
Roos Gravemaker & Paul Hofma
“There is no real ending. It’s just the place where you stop the story.”
–Frank Herbert, author of Dune
Hey there, Paul here. I’ll just lead with the bad news: this will be my final issue of Writer’s Block. There is always
a tinge of sadness when you’re leaving behind an adventure, even if the next one is already lined up. However, I
can only look back with a sense of pride when I see how much and in how many different ways the magazine has
grown since I first joined three years ago. Of course, while I’m proud to see my own handiwork in it, I’ve had the
pleasure of working with a fantastic bunch of people over the years. Special mention, of course, going out to my
ever-enthusiastic co-editor in chief Roos. Without her, I probably would not even have made it past my first time
chairing a meeting. I’m happy to say that she’ll be in charge of Writer’s Block for another year at least, so I can go
home at the end knowing that, no matter what, I’ve left the ol’ Block in capable hands.
And now it is up to me to introduce this, my final issue. We start things of with a special contributor: SouthAfrican born Scottish poet D.M. Black, who made a name for himself in the 60s and 70s and is now included
in the British Poetry since 1945 anthology. To follow, we’ve got some up-and-coming talent: Imogen Quadling
is only 15 years old but already shows great literary potential in her short story “A Careless Hero”. To continue,
poet Ricardo Moran’s poetry book comes out this year, but we are honored to publish two poems here before they
officially hit the shelves. Pjotr Elshout will make his Writer’s Block debut with the magic realist fable “Animals
Around the Oasis”. Eva de Vries wrote a poem that is, as we say in Dutch, ‘short yet powerful’ and gives some
food for thought. Laura Koolman sent in a series of poems about a failing relationship. In contrast, Karine Miras
explores the positive side of solitude. We’re also happy to say we’ve got two interviews for you this issue! First
of all, playwright and Drama Around the Globe-editor Henrik Eger interviewed three American film students
who went to work on a documentary about the upcoming Wi-Fi and Internet connectivity in Cuba. Secondly,
editors David and Roos interviewed PhD student Natasha Basu about her favourite books. To round off our
contributors, Emma Groenveld and Robin Veenman provided several lovely photographs for this issue. And,
finally, Writer’s Block is helping to organize Game of Thrones: A Conference of Ice and Fire on June 22nd from
19.00-21.30 at Crea Amsterdam, and we would like to invite you, dear reader, to join us on this evening, where
several academics will give lectures on George R.R. Martin’s epic dragon and incoming-bad-weather tale. First,
though, I think someone else has something to say here.
Hello, this is Roos. Ever since Latrice Royale was unexpectedly eliminated from RuPaul’s Drag Race in 2012, I’ve
had issues with saying goodbye, so, as Paul mentioned, I’ll be around for another year at Writer’s Block. Jokes
aside, I am touched by Paul’s words and it’s very sad to see him leave. Yet, with a new board full of both new and
familiar faces, I will make sure that next year’s issues contain as much passion and hard work as they did this
year. For now, Writer’s Block will go on recess until September. We wish all of you a lovely summer and hope to
see you again soon. WB
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Charisma and authority
D.M. Black
When Charisma meets Constituted Authority, both are embarrassed. Charisma would
like to be respectful; he stands, holding his hat, speaking too fast and without expression,
but his hostility makes itself felt in sudden, unexpected, boyish irreverences which ring
false and startle the bystanders. And Authority wishes to be benevolent, but is chilled
with disapproval.
Both know they have to part, as quickly as possible, to avoid open warfare. And soon, with
tight-lipped politeness, they mutter their formulas, and with unaccustomed grimness each
goes on his way, angry, uneasy, back to the settings in which they flourish.
And the Poet? To whom does he give allegiance? Of course, he loves Charisma –such
colour, such exuberance, such caprice! – those are his own qualities, or very like them,
and like poetry they too ignore many cautious, care-requiring details – yet he holds back,
suspicious of ease.
And he fears Authority. With that narrowed focus, those unyielding eyebrows. He fears
to be checked in his tight discipline of perfect, exact indulgence. Morality, fact, propriety,
these are the bugbears, soaring like drones around Chairperson Authority. How the Poet
detests them, as he listens into the din for the faint batsqueak, the faint often-silenced
piping of Depth, of Truth, of Feeling.
Neither the one nor the other, I think, will the Poet follow. But I think, of the two, he finds
Authority closer kin, if it is truly Authority. For he too is under obedience. And he too
wishes, at times, Ariel-like, to be free.
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A careless hero
imogen quadling
Tonight I’m going to jump. I need not decorate the

parasite. Never quiet. Never still. This bridge gets

sentence, blunt as it may be, because this time I

pretty close though. Here it can almost be quiet

know it to be true and facts are better left conclu-

if a harsh enough wind can block out London’s

sive and succinct. Tonight, I jump…

wheezing momentarily.

“Bus or car?” you ask.

“Bus or car?” you repeat, louder.
The water thrashes against the broad stone pil-
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To spare you my gaze seems lenient, to hand you

lars beneath us, chorusing out in fast and heavy

my attention seems generous. And while on an av-

motion. The river under my toes, that hang pre-

erage Thursday night most of this city is sleeping,

cariously over the ledge I balance upon, surges in

it appears I may not be the only one on a late-

strength capable of sweeping me away, like it has

night stroll. I, however, care little for when it is

in so many of my dreams. Tonight, I’m going to

you arrived or why it is you came. Whenever you

let go. Tonight, I’m going to lean forward from

decided to wander across my bridge and stop to

the wall pressed flush against the small of my back

play ‘hero’ makes no difference to me.

and tonight, I’m going to live that dream.

I suppose London is never sleeping fully, though,

“I’m sorry?” I say, laughing into the wind, feeling

you can usually hear its muffled snores after mid-

the icy fingers of dusk paint my skin with goose

night. After curfew’s been and gone. Nothing but

bumps. You are but another voice in the night and

the distant holler of drunken imbeciles, limping

not nearly important enough for my full attention.

home before consciousness can slip past their

“To school. Bus or car?” Though, admittedly, you

grasp entirely.

are a persistent voice.

I should know; I’ve lived here most of my life. I

From the corner of my sight, you lean at your lei-

can even see this very bridge from my roof... if

sure with hands folded across your chest and rest-

I climb the chimney high enough. If I dare the

ed upon the wall I grip loosely behind my back.

risky clamber from my window ledge to the roof

Your feet are on the other side. Your balance is

edge and the slippery ascent up flat tiles… which

anything but precarious. You’re safe. Calm under

I often do. From there its vast brick arches are dis-

the night’s cloudless sky with your breath fasci-

tant, like most dreams. Admittedly small in Lon-

natingly undisturbed. You seem still, I’d hazard

don’s snobbish opinion of bridges, but grand from

a guess at content, as your eyes drift approvingly

my roof. So finally standing upon it, the wind

across the clear horizon before us.

whipping at my heels and lashing at my hair, I feel

“Bus,” I reply, because perhaps curiosity is finally

weightless.

getting the best of me and because I haven’t seen

The night’s song rides the wind with echoes of life

them like you before. The ‘think-they-know-bet-

sounded through engines. Cars and taxis’ always

ter’, the ‘wanna-be-hero’ and every other fool

a buzz. Trains and buses too. Voices if you listen

who’s once decided they’ll have a go at changing

close enough; London squirming with humanity’s

my mind. Your restraint, your composure… you

don’t fit the bill for a fool… or a hero.

at least the middle of next week I should imagine.”

The moonlight casts shadows on your face as it

I don’t interrupt you, you’re too fascinating. I just

must do on mine, dark eyes still staring off into

let you speak. Watching as your bright eyes dance

the raging black water beneath. “Sit next to an-

over the city lights in rested breath and easy pos-

yone... on the bus?” you continue loosely and I

ture. It’s like you’re rehearsed in the job and its

finally turn my head.

words, with death trailing at your feet like a min-

“A girl,” I say.

ion. This ‘speech’, if you will, studied a thousand

“She your age?” you mumble easily.

times over and yet... written just for me.

“Younger,” I reply.

“Your funeral after that, with family or not. There

“Will she notice the empty seat?”

will be people regardless and not all of them will

Your words have left your lips in seconds and it’s

cry. The girl on the bus will though, she’ll be

in silence that at last our eyes lock, an empty cool

there probably.” You hover, eyebrows furrowing

feeling engulfing the moment.

and gaze hardening. “Maybe she’s seeing it again,

You’re beautiful. I see it in simple lines from your

you’re simply reminding her of old wounds. Or

cheekbones to the hollow dips of your temples be-

maybe this is the first time. Shocking or expected,

cause it’s a simple science if you stare long enough.

neither easier to wrap her head around. It doesn’t

Round or narrow, a face is a face and in a rising

make any sense to her… it never will.”

silver moon, your eyes gleam brightly.

Your silence rings out for a minute as we breathe,

“Yeah, she will,” I say, nodding my head.

listening to London’s deep snores. Something

You turn your face away from me once more,

about it is comforting, listening here with you,

breathing long breaths of cool air and letting for-

where just for a second, everything else doesn’t

eign night-wails fill the silence instead. My feet

have to matter.

rock on the inch-wide ledge, reminding me of the

“It’ll suck… maybe you were all she had on that

empty space beneath my toes.

bus. A safeguard or just... silent companionship…”

“You won’t die on impact...” you begin again slow-

You’re gripped by hesitation suddenly for the first

ly, “the water’s too deep. You’ll drown most likely

time since your voice interrupted my thoughts. A

but the temperature will finish you off for better

surge of wind tightens my grip to the cold stone

or worse.”

wall behind me as the howl of water fills my ears

And you’re right, this bridge is not very high.

again and pulls me back to the reality of our sce-

However, from here, I feel like the whole world

nario. I don’t care for it, though, I’m only really

lies before us and I don’t think I really like any of

focused on you.

it. I want to jump but it’s you… your stillness… so

“But you’ll end up in the ground,” you say, catch-

different from the rest of them, so different from

ing your breath. “That’s the short of it. We all will.

anyone I’ve heard before… I have to listen.

Tears or dry eyes, who cares, right?” Your eyes

“You’ll be carried downstream...” you continue,

flash to mine and I can recognise the beginnings

“they’ll probably find you by the week’s end, but

of a sad smile pulling at your lips. “Who cares re-

your ID will be any officer’s guess. Someone will

ally?”

call, someone always calls, and whether it’s a par-

“You, apparently,” I interrupt because for the first

ent or... your headmaster, you’ll be identified by

time in the silence that follows you, my lips finally
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find words to respond.

ajar in irritating calmness.

“If you jump?” you ask. “No.” Grinning to your-

“What if I want to write my ending?” I ask you, my

self, your eyes dip to the wall both our hands

voice finally breaking.

rest upon. “I feel sorry for the girl on the bus but

“You could see where the plot dawdles to next,

you’ve already made up your mind.”

decide if a change of chapter’s in order first,” you

I study your eyes for sincerity. You don’t care, it’s

reply with a clipped laugh.

not there like it is in the others. Like the others

“What’s the point?”

who show it but don’t prove it, say words but never

“There isn’t any.”

hold true to them. The ‘think-they-know-betters’

“But life…”

lecturing me as though telling me of my foolish-

“Humour it,” you say, offering me your hand. WB

ness will put a stop to it. The ‘wanna-be-heroes’
pitying me like they believe it is sympathy I search
for.
Empty words and empty promises. Not like yours:
heavy and true.
“I don’t care if they care,” I find myself saying because now it’s all the justification I have left.
“I don’t care,” you respond, furrowing your eyebrows. Amusement hangs between your features,
all half animated, eyes half lidded and mouth left
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Something’s not Rye-ght
Ricardo Moran

I saw a body
Catch a body
Told nobody
Took its heart away.
I saw a soul
Steal a soul
Ran away
Left a hole.
I saw a heartbeat
Stop a heartbeat
With a kiss
So terribly sweet.
I saw a hand
Leave a hand
Now a stranger
Once best friend.
I saw a lover
Fleeing her lover
Now he’s lost
Under the covers.
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The Animals Around the Oasis
Pjotr Elshout
A frog crawled out of the sink.
Another one followed and I was wondering:
Why are there frogs sprouting out of my sink?
Although - it may have been their sink.
I was only a passenger, a guest for one night.
Maybe the frogs were wondering:
What is this human doing at our sink?
Honestly,
I assume frogs lack the ability to think.
The sink was a property owned by neither me nor the frogs.
There was an oasis. And there were three animals.
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“A once in a lifetime experience”: Interviews
with U.S. film students who worked with wellknown cinematographers in Cuba
Henrik Eger
It took Cuba and the United States more than a

eral of my friends did visit, and they all said that

half-century of Cold War estrangement and hostil-

the Cuban people are very nice. It was all true.

ities before both countries shook hands, reopened

Anna Pruett: I knew about the high school

their embassies, allowed visitors, and engaged once

version of American history that pertained to

again in cultural exchanges. Gerard (“Gerry”)

Havana, and nothing else. I loosely remembered

Hooper, a U.S. filmmaker and professor at Phila-

the significance of the Bay of Pigs, and under-

delphia’s Drexel University, took ten of his film stu-

stood that the country was Communist. I also had

dents to Cuba, where they studied and, with the full

the idea that baseball and mojitos [a traditional

support of Cuban filmmakers, shot documentaries

Cuban cocktail] were some of the country’s well-

for two weeks at the legendary Escuela Internacion-

known exports.

al de Cine y Televisión (EICTV) in San Antonio de
Los Baños—one of the most important audiovisual

Eger: Describe the film project that you were

training institutions in the world.

working on in Cuba.

Over the course of time, thousands of professionals

Madar: Our film The Cuban Connection (a work-

and students from over fifty countries have gradu-

ing title) will display the Wi-Fi in its early stages.

ated from this famous film institute. Three students

There are only certain spots in the city that are

from the Drexel group—Nick Bell and Anna Pruett,

Wi-Fi accessible. Cubans use it mostly to commu-

two Americans, and Inbal Madar, an Israeli Amer-

nicate with their families, since it is cheaper than

ican—openly discuss their experiences in Cuba.

regular phone calls. People have to stand in the
street in order to connect. Some even have to travel from out of the city in order to connect.

Henrik Eger: What did you know about Cuba
before you heard about the trip to Havana?
Nick Bell: Beyond a smattering of cold war
history factoids, I only knew that Spanish was
the official language and that Cuba was largely
off-limits to people from the United States.
Inbal Madar: All I knew about Cuba was that
it was a Communist country that just recently
opened its gate to Americans, and also that it had
a wonderful, colorful culture. I am Israeli, so sev-

The islanders we interviewed were expressing how
new technology changed their relationships with
their families and how it made them better. As
of now, Cubans finally get to communicate with
each other—after years of disconnection. I find it
fascinating that they are only just now getting exposed to these technical connections—all part of
the changes that Cuba is going through.
What we may see as trivial is far from being
trivial for them. They don’t use the phone for
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games, watching movies, or social media—they

best interviews came from people who didn’t

just want to talk to their relatives. Family is the

agree to talk to us at first.

core value in Cuba. This subject, in a way, also
connected to my research about their television

Eger: Were there any moments where you

viewing habits, which are completely different

experienced a kind of culture shock, difficult

than ours.

moments where you saw part of the difference
between life in Cuba and the U.S.?

Eger: Describe your experiences working with

Bell: One of the biggest shocks was also one of

Cuban filmmakers and crew.

my favorites. There are maybe seven or eight

Madar: It was amazing working with filmmakers

Wi-Fi hotspots around Havana, and it’s both dif-

who had so much experience. They were all very

ficult and expensive to connect to the Internet,

educated and really gave me a positive perspec-

even for an hour. What was really shocking was

tive on Cuba. Enrique Colina [Cuban director

walking around the city without seeing people all

and film critic] is a very intelligent, sharp, and

hunched over their phones, walking around and

extremely entertaining person, and it is all por-

bumping into one another as in the U.S.

trayed through his films. Being able to sit with

Madar: Honestly, the biggest shock was when I

him, watch his films, and listen to his thoughts

went to take a shower and no water came out.

behind the creative ideas was a remarkable expe-

Another major difference was the lack of efficien-

rience. He pushed us to explore our ideas deeply

cy. With a very slow Internet connection, getting

and then present the best to him. We actually had

information was nearly impossible. The Internet

to convince him that they could work and lead to

is not available everywhere, only in government

a great scene or a great film. Such creative team-

offices, universities, and hospitals. While trying

work, which respects and challenges even young

to change a flight, I had to stand in line for hours

filmmakers, is part of Cuban culture. It was very
refreshing.
The crew was great! They made sure we had at
least one English speaker among them, which
made communicating with them just that much
easier. They let us—the students—become the
directors, give the instructions, and be involved in
every step of filming.

outside—lines are never inside the offices. Even-

The Cuban filmmakers made me feel important

tually, they couldn’t even tell me if there were

and that my opinion mattered—essential to my

available seats. I had to go to the airport for that.

self-esteem as a first-time filmmaker. Also, since

But the thing that bothered me was the “catcall-

they were all from Havana, they took us to places

ing” culture. Cuban men are not violent people at

we wouldn’t have found on our own. They man-

all, but they like to call women out. Cuban women

aged to get people to talk to us, and some of our

are very independent and strong. In some ways,
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they reminded me a little of the Israeli culture.
But when our cameraman, Roberto, saw that I was
offended by the catcalling, he explained that it is
a part of the culture and women actually like it.
For the Cuban men it is meant to be a compliment
for women. Apparently, if a woman is not being
acknowledged enough during the day, it would
actually hurt her self-esteem, and she would
start wondering if she is not attractive enough—
according to Roberto.

ruins, was a very powerful experience. Cubans are
very poor. And yet, they don’t want you to feel

Eger: Overall, what were the most important

sorry for them. They are very friendly and wel-

aspects of your recent trip to Cuba?

coming. We actually found a church with an

Bell: When we first got into Havana and we saw

American priest. He spent the last 12 years there.

all the old cars, and the Soviet-cement-facto-

It was very interesting and surprising to meet him.

ry style mixed with classic colonial architecture,

Pruett: Cuba taught me many things, but over-

it was a pretty huge shock. It was like traveling

all, I was shocked by the patience of the culture.

back in time. You know, you have all those clas-

People there do not expect to be socially mobile

sic Fords and Chevys, and the Russian Ladas, and

or even make ends meet, but they are still hap-

everything is jury-rigged to last forever. Plus,

py. The people, no matter how many obstacles

there is a ton of beautiful graffiti mixed with old

are placed in their path, patiently work to achieve

Communist propaganda.

happiness. People live day to day, because think-

Madar: The atmosphere is remarkable. It is a very

ing long-term is miserable.

happy culture; music is the driving factor in Cuba.

I consider myself fortunate to have visited Cuba

Their museums are incredible, very well main-

before U.S. companies begin to monopolize every

tained. We filmed some children playing soccer

market down there, because I needed to see what

outside. After school, full of happiness, they go to

it’s like when the U.S. rejects a nation for so long.

the field every day. We asked them a little about

I needed to see what my own nation was bring-

the Internet and what they know about it. Surpris-

ing upon these people, and I am fortunate to have

ingly, they all had Facebook pages, although they

witnessed Cuba while it still has a small island

only connect once in a while for a couple of min-

identity.

utes. However, the kids were unanimous in their
answer that playing soccer is way better than surf-

Eger: What are your plans now that you have

ing the web. It will be interesting to see what will

experienced a different culture—both as a film-

happen in a year or two.

maker and as an American? For example, would

Walking in old Havana was one of the best and

you like to study at the EICTV in Cuba next

most interesting experiences I’ve ever had. Look-

year, or would you like to work on a joint pro-

ing at the beautiful architecture, along with the

ject with a Cuban filmmaker?
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Bell: I would really love to watch Latin American

Eger: Muchas gracias y viva Cuba, viva los Esta-

movies in general and more Cuban films specifi-

dos Unidos—y viva cooperación. Many thanks

cally—and steal from them. Seriously, I would be

and long live Cuba, long live the United States—

honored to work with a Cuban filmmaker.

and long live cooperation.

Pruett: I would love to go back to EICTV or work
on a project with a Cuban filmmaker, because I’m

This interview has been abridged to fit the magazine. If

more familiar with Cuban culture now. Really, I

you want to read the interview in full, please have a look

would love to just meet Cuban people in general.

on our website.

My friend and I plan to send some goodies home
to our hostel owner, because they could use some

HENRIK EGER, editor of Drama Around the Globe, is a bilin-

American junk food.

gual playwright and author of articles, interviews, and books.
He was born and raised in Germany and received his Ph.D.

Eger: Is there anything else you would like to

in English from the University of Illinois, Chicago. He served

share?

as the German translator for Martin Luther King, Jr.’s Nobel

Pruett: Cuba is a mysterious, seductive place with

Peace Prize mail. A tenured professor of English and Commu-

a unique culture. Its history is rich and unusual.

nication, he taught in six countries on three continents.

I would love to go back and see how things will
have changed in a few years.
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poems 1-5
Laura koolman
POEM 1

POEM 5

Why would you make promises you can’t keep

it’s like missing your train by a split second

I guess you may have thought you meant it at the

deleting every convo so the emptiness in your inbox

time

matches the one in your existence

I almost believed you

to avoid scrolling down too much

Good thing I was always more realistic

to avoid it from still hurting too much

You were always an escapist

always wanting to leave because i have trauma

And eventually you ended up escaping me

localized here
wanting to leave just like you left me, to sulk in your

POEM 2

absence

Don’t tell me about how much it hurt

while you escaped most of the pain

Don’t tell me I can’t be replaced when it’s exactly

i was never good at letting go

what had been done

it sucks that it went this way

You had someone to catch you, while I had a free fall

it sucks that i had to find out on facebook

POEM 3
For a brief moment I felt the false security
When you brought me to the airport
and got me coffee
Like we were a thing
Like we could ever be a thing
POEM 4
I smelled your smell last night
That sweaty smoky scent
that I inhaled when we
lay so close to each other
in the early hours of the night
You never smoked in front of me
Out of respect,
or trying to avoid secondhand smoke
You always had the best intentions
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Alone
Karine Miras

Please, forgive my contradiction
When I say I am meant to be alone
Though I am sensible to see
That we are born to be together
It is alone that we find this peace
Albeit we are forced to abandon it
As our cursed nature takes place
It is alone that we are free
Leave the costumes in the closet
Walk naked around the house
With the right of simply staying
Idle, quiet, and absent-minded
For a bit, lay down this burden
Of our constant evaluation
Not carrying that heavy backpack
Full of proper behaviours
It is alone that we achieve
The relief of being, aimlessly.
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In the O2 Shopping Centre
D.M. Black
In the huge enclosed O2 Shopping Centre on London’s Finchley Road
(which is kept at a constant temperature, with the air continually recycled),
there is a huge aquarium of beautiful fish from Lake Nyanza and Lake Tanganyika
(which is kept at a constant temperature, with the water continually recycled),
which are, so the placard informs us, mostly carnivorous
but are fed each night on such vast quantities of crustaceans
that they mill about all day glassy-eyed in a state of stunned amiability
and refrain from devouring each other.

Photo by Emma Groenveld
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BookShelf interview: Natasha Basu
Roos Gravemaker & David Kleinsteuber
Natasha Basu is currently a PhD candidate re-

with also had this element of magical realism. I al-

searcher at the University of Amsterdam in the

ways thought that it made me, my family, and my

Department of Philosophy. She is doing her

heritage really strange, because in the U.S. there

dissertation within the project The Transfor-

aren’t that many stories about the supernatural or

mations of Civil Disobedience; democratization,

life and death intermingling. Whereas stories of

globalization, and digitalization, working spe-

my grandmother were just that. So I always felt

cifically on globalization of civil disobedience.

strange because I was a brown girl and I felt that

Born in Maryland U.S. in an Indian family from

I could never share the stories I grew up with be-

Calcutta and growing up in the D.C. area, Na-

cause I didn’t want to be weird. But then I found

tasha speaks both English and Bengali. After a

this novel which does exactly these things that I

double major in Political Science and English

was ashamed of, and I wasn’t weird anymore.

Literature at the University of Maryland College

So that is part of the reason why the book was so

Park and a notation in Creative Writing Arts,

impactful. I saw how masterfully Márquez weaves

she did her master’s degree in Global Politics in

in and out of these worlds which appealed to me

London. David and Roos sat down with Natasha

because I saw that it could be done in a way that

for a cup of coffee and a good discussion about

wasn’t weird or folklore-like. That inspired me

her favourite books.

to write stories about the stories I grew up with.
Even though I am not so familiar with Columbian

What is your favourite book and who is your fa-

history, I felt very moved by One Hundred Years of

vourite author?

Solitude. In my opinion, being able to make peo-

I have two favourite books: the first one is One

ple from very far relate to particular stories and

Hundred Years of Solitude by Gabriel García

contexts is a very special thing to do. You want to

Márquez, who is also one of my favourite au-

write something that is relevant and that is very

thors. The other one is The God of Small Things

magical about literature.

by Arundhati Roy. One Hundred Years of Solitude
is a story about a family, and other generations of

What is your guilty pleasure?

that same family. I first read it in the transition

I don’t feel guilty about the books that I read so I

from high school to college, and I was just real-

wouldn’t count them as guilty pleasures. Also, as

ly blown away by the way it was written. At that

an academic my whole life revolves around read-

moment, it seemed the most perfect book I had

ing, so I don’t really have time to read things that

ever read, not only because of the writing style

I would feel guilty about. But when I do have time

but also because of the way the stories were being

to read things I might feel guilty about, I like to

told. To me, the fact that that there is so much

read fashion magazines – I love them. So I would

magical realism in the novel was very important.

say that they are a guilty pleasure because they

I have Indian parents and the stories I grew up

make me think, “Maybe I should read, you know,
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My friends and family bought me books because
they thought that I had enough time to read. So I
mentioned some of my favourite authors but to be
honest, I didn’t get through a single one because
I just didn’t feel like it. Even to this day when I
am sick I prefer to read magazines, not just Vogue
but also National Geographic or The Economist,
because you can get a lot of information quickly.
Sorry for the let-down!
Which book or author that is loved by everybody do you hate/ dislike?
I don’t love Jane Austen and she is such a classic.
I read most of her books growing up and when I
words.” But then I actually consider it as art be-

finished them I was just a bit indifferent. I mean,

cause a lot of work goes into every image and I

I didn’t mind reading them but when I finished

just love looking at them and getting inspiration.

them I realized I couldn’t really remember what

Obviously, I cannot afford those clothes but that

I got out of the book, so I was left feeling a bit

is not the point. The point is to look at clothes,

empty. It was like, “Oh, I read this great story

the style, and the context around it differently in a

about these women trying to find husbands,” but

way that I wouldn’t have thought of before.

it didn’t really transport me to that time and place

At the same time, fashion magazines aren’t just

in the way that the other books like Márquez’s did.

about clothes but they also write about artists,

Also, I have never read Harry Potter.

photographers, designers, which can be very inspiring. For instance, Sofia Coppola was recently

How has your childhood or upbringing influ-

on the cover of The Gentlewoman with a featured

enced your taste in books?

article. Even though I am not a movie director, it

I think I briefly touched on that earlier. When I

is sometimes inspiring to read about how differ-

was growing up I read exclusively white authors

ent artists approach their work and life. She has a

– the classics, you know. Because that’s what was

quiet temperament but is also extremely focused.

assigned, and that’s what I thought literature was.

I don’t always get that inspiration from academic

I genuinely loved Shakespeare. My dad gave me

writing.

a copy of Shakespeare’s complete works that his
mom gave to him in the 1950s and I loved it. At

If you are ill or sad, which book gives you com-

that time, I didn’t really see the colonial thing

fort?

happening there.

It’s funny you should ask. Six years ago I was di-

It wasn’t until later that I felt like something was

agnosed with lymphoma and I had to undergo

missing – namely, me being able to relate to the

chemotherapy so I was in my bed for a whole year.

things I was reading. In the early-to-mid 2000s
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I came across the works of Indian American au-

Yeah, definitely. Because I don’t really want to

thors. Jumpa Lahiri’s Namesake and Interpreter of

read when I don’t have to. Which is terrible, be-

Melodies really changed a lot for me. I didn’t find

cause my friends love reading, my husband loves

those books to be literary masterpieces, but they

reading, and I’m like, “How are you doing this?”

were doing something that nobody was doing at

I’m also not obsessed with reading everything,

the time. Her stories were about the Bengali-In-

though – I get to what I get to.

dian community that immigrated to the U.S. in
the 1970s, which is exactly the community I grew

So you don’t really have a personal reading list,

up in. I was so blown away by how she described

or do you?

things that my mom did, or situations that I also

I’m really looking forward to Arundhati Roy’s new

found myself in while growing up. Since she could

book The Ministry of Utmost Happiness, which is

do this and win a Pulitzer for it, it made me realize that there must be more like her.
That was one thing that happened. Another thing
was, that in tenth grade, we did this unit on absurdism – Edward Albee, Samuel Beckett, and
that way of writing made a lot of sense to me. In
that same period during high school, I also developed an interest in existentialism. At the time,
it was what I wanted to be reading, because I was
also just very angry with everything. Books like
Kafka’s The Metamorphosis and Invisible Cities by
Calvino became very important, because I think
they captured a sense of alienation and questioning that I didn’t really get before.
What is the last book you read and what is still
on your reading list?
Right now, I’m reading a book I have to write a
review for – that’s the problem with my work:
I’m always reading for work. I can’t even remember the last time I read something that wasn’t for
work.
Do you feel that your intense reading load for
academia has lessened your enjoyment of literature?
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coming out this year.

I always read translations of the work of Calvino and Márquez. I always think it’s interesting to

Could you tell us about Arundhati Roy?

read beyond people writing in English, but also to

Arundhati Roy first appeared on the scene with

read different translations.

The God of Small Things. It won the Booker Prize,
it’s semi-autobiographical; she had a South Indi-

I can imagine that you could become frustrat-

an mom and a Bengali dad, and she grew up in

ed with the sometimes more narrow conceptual

Kerala and she writes about her life there. Then,

frame that the English language offers.

for the past 20 years, she’s been doing more po-

It’s interesting, because I also had to read the

litical work. She recently wrote the foreword for

Communist Manifesto in Spanish for my Spanish

a re-release of a book by Ambedkar, who, during

course at university. I thought it was really great,

Gandhi’s time as well, was an activist for the Un-

because the ideas expressed in the manifesto took

touchables of India, the lowest in the caste sys-

on a really different application or meaning in

tem. It was very controversial because Gandhi,

South America, but also in different parts of Asia

even though he appeared to be against the caste

and Africa. I think that is something that is se-

system, was mainly against the performativity of

verely underrepresented when different scholars

it: you can touch an Untouchable, but he’s still an

talk about communism – and I think it’s a shame,

Untouchable. Ambedkar was the leader who said,

because it was so impactful in those regions.

“No, we have to do away with this whole system,”
but that means also re-evaluating the whole Hin-

Have you ever read anything in Dutch?

du religion. Gandhi was very angry about this,

I have started reading Dutch authors but only the

because he thought Hinduism was central to the

English translations. I am reading Beyond Sleep

Indian identity. Roy took on this criticism of Gan-

(‘Nooit meer slapen’) by Hermans, but I haven’t

dhi and wrote a foreword for this book.

finished it yet. He’s my husband’s favorite author.

So she hasn’t written a novel in about 20 years –

He gave me the book. The other one he gave me

but I find her so inspiring, because she doesn’t

was Multatuli. So I want to read Multatuli and Be-

care. I mean, she visited Edward Snowden in Rus-

yond Sleep. There’s another Spanish book a col-

sia with actor John Cusack, and co-authored a

league gave me, Primero estaba el mar by Tomás

book called Things that Can and Cannot Be Said

González, which is also really good.

with him. So random. She’s a fascinating character, and I like the way she writes this really amaz-

I have so much reading to do.

ing literary work and also does political stuff. For

It’s interesting, right? We all love literature, but we

me that’s really inspiring because I hate the idea

all operate in these different worlds. WB

you can do only one thing.
Are there any lesser known books or authors
you wish to showcase or recommend?
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Every Body is a vessel
eva de vries
Man can ride together,
But cannot share this vessel
Sometimes they crash and fall apart
Some pieces can be picked up and put back together,
Some can’t
One should try not to feel alone in this limited cocoon
Reach out, reach in

Do your laundry
Ricardo Moran
Weeks of eyes brimmed
Red and blue and black
I pull the curtains back
And let the fucking sun in.
At the bottom of the pile
Of my dirty clothes
I find her
Hidden
Secret
In the shape of a small white shirt
Still holding her scent.
I sniff it and miss her
Then throw it in a plastic bag
Recyclable
Dispose of it
Which means that
Somewhere
In a landfill
Or maybe a homeless girl
Either or whichever
Has more of her than I do.
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